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Abstract: A hybrid active sound quality control system, in which a hybrid feedforward and feedback
structure is applied, can not only be used in cases where the line-spectrum noise is obtained easily
with reference sensors, but it can also improve the comfortability of noise and eliminate unexpected
Gaussian random noise. However, the traditional structure for a hybrid active sound quality control
system, whereby a reference signal in the feedback control structure is synthesized by the output
signals of the feedforward control filter, feedback control filter, and line-spectrum noise cancellation
control filter, introduces couplings of the three control filters. To remove the coupling interactions of
the feedforward and feedback control structures and to reduce the complexity of the control system,
two modified structures with less computational complexity or a smaller increase in computation are
investigated in this paper. The first one involves a simplified structure in which the reference signal
in the feedback control structure is replaced by the summation of the residual error signal and the
output signal of the line-spectrum noise cancellation control filter, and the second one is a modified
structure which integrates the output signals of the feedback control filter and the line-spectrum
noise cancellation control filter for the reference signal in the feedback control structure. Numerical
simulations are carried out to show the performance of the modified structures. The results illustrate
that the two modified structures have the ability to cancel Gaussian random noise and to reduce
or enhance the amplitude of line-spectrum noise to promote sound quality. Moreover, a simplified
structure with a new leaky filtered-x least mean square (FxLMS) algorithm is proposed to upgrade the
noise reduction performance and elevate stability in the feedback control structure. The effectiveness
of the proposed algorithm also is proven by the simulation results.
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1. Introduction

Active noise control (ANC) technology is mainly applied to reduce the low-frequency noise
at points or zones inside a sound field, such as the area near human ears [1–3]. This technology
introduces a controllable secondary sound field that is related to the primary sound field to reduce the
sound pressure levels at the controlled points and zones [4]. In other words, the primary noise can be
cancelled by the introduction of the secondary sound source, which generates a secondary sound with
the opposite phase and the same amplitude as the primary sound in the ANC system [5,6]. However,
it is needed to attenuate or enhance the sound pressure levels of certain frequency points or frequency
bands to satisfy the requirements of acoustic comfortability in some situations.
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To achieve the abovementioned goal, Kuo et al. put forward the adaptive active sound quality
control algorithm to shape the residual noise [7]. It was developed on the basis of an adaptive noise
equalizer (ANE) in which the pseudo-error noise was minimized instead of the residual noise to
update the weight coefficient of the control filter [8–10]. Furthermore, there is a gain factor that one
can attenuate, retain, and amplify noise to improve comfortability by setting up an appropriate gain
factor value in the adaptive noise equalizer structure. One can combine the ANE structure with
different adaptive control algorithms to achieve the control goal of sound quality [11]. For example,
a post-masking least mean square (LMS) algorithm was presented to achieve effective sound quality
control aimed at vehicle interior noise [12]. A broadband self-tuning ANE system utilizing the filtered-x
least mean square (FxLMS) algorithm was researched in Reference [13]. A novel adaptive FxLMS
control scheme with better performance of convergence was depicted to pursue sound quality control
of sinusoidal noise [14]. It is noted that these control algorithms or control systems used only the
feedforward control structure.

The adaptive feedforward control structure is widely applied to ANC systems when a reference
signal can be obtained effectively by using reference sensors [15]. However, if there is no suitable
position to arrange the reference sensors, the causality and correlation requirement may not be
satisfied such that the noise cannot be controlled validly by the feedforward structure [16]. Unlike the
feedforward control system, the feedback ANC system does not need a reference sensor to acquire
the primary noise information, and the reference signal is the summation of the error signal and the
control filter output signal filtered by the estimated model of the secondary path [17,18]. The feedback
ANC system is also applied to some actual cases in which the primary noise cannot be detected
conveniently and the reference signal is not obtained cost-effectively owing to the existence of many
noise sources [19]. Additionally, a simplified feedback ANC system was developed in Reference [19].
The simplified feedback ANC system could decrease the computational load, but the numerical
stability became weak in this system. The leaky FxLMS algorithm with a leakage factor was applied to
strengthen the numerical stability in the simplified feedback ANC system [19].

Considering that the feedforward and feedback structures have their respective advantages,
hybrid structures were developed to reduce correlated noise and eliminate uncorrelated narrowband
noise [20–23]. A decoupled hybrid algorithm was proposed by Wu et al. to elevate the performance of
the traditional hybrid control algorithm [15]. However, the above-mentioned hybrid control algorithm
cannot carry out sound quality control. A traditional hybrid sound quality control algorithm was
developed to control the sound quality of line-spectrum noise and reduce the broadband disturbance [10].
The traditional hybrid sound quality control algorithm includes a feedforward structure, a feedback
structure, and a line-spectrum noise cancellation control structure. The reference signal in the feedback
structure is synthesized by three different signals: the residual error signal, the output signal of the
line-spectrum noise cancellation control filter, and the total output signal filtered by the estimated model
of the secondary path [15]. It is obvious that the reference signal in the feedback structure depends on
the output signals of the three control structures. The residual error signal is also related to the output
signals of the three control structures. Therefore, among the three control filters, coupling actions exist
that can deteriorate the performance of the whole control system, such as the convergence speed.

To decrease the coupling effect of the whole control system and reduce the complexity of the
control structure based on the traditional structure of a hybrid sound quality control system, two
modified structures for hybrid sound quality control systems are constructed. The two modified
structures can not only control the sound quality of the line-spectrum noise, but they can also cancel
Gaussian random disturbance at the error sensors. The first one is a simplified structure that removes
the output signal of the feedforward control filter from the combination of the reference signal in the
feedback control structure [15]. The reference signal of the feedback control structure is replaced by the
summation of the residual error signal and the output signal of the line-spectrum noise cancellation
control filter. The second one is a modified structure that integrates the output signals of the feedback
control filter and the line-spectrum noise cancellation control filter for the reference input signal in
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the feedback control structure. Unlike Reference [10], the coupling effects of the three controllers are
researched, and the computational complexities of the three hybrid structures are presented. The two
modified structures, as two alternate structures of the traditional hybrid structure, can alleviate the
coupling effect and intuitively decrease the complexity of structure. Furthermore, in order to improve
the performance of the leaky FxLMS algorithm in the simplified feedback ANC system, a simplified
structure with a new leaky FxLMS algorithm is proposed to upgrade the noise reduction and elevate
stability in the feedback control structure.

2. Traditional Structure for Hybrid Active Sound Quality Control System

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the traditional structure for a hybrid active sound
quality control system proposed by Reference [10]. It combines the traditional hybrid structure in
Reference [15] and active line-spectrum noise control of sound quality. It also introduces the gain
factor β and line-spectrum noise cancellation control structure. This traditional structure includes three
parts, the feedforward control structure, the feedback control structure, and the line-spectrum noise
cancellation control structure, which correspond to the green rectangle solid-line box, the red rectangle
dotted-line box, and the blue rectangle dotted/dashed-line box, respectively, in Figure 1.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 4 of 18 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the traditional structure for hybrid active sound quality control system.

In the feedforward control structure, the reference signal x(n) can be obtained by a reference sensor.
The feedforward controller generates the secondary signal y f (n) to cancel the desired signal d(n) via the
gain adjustment and the secondary path S(z). The desired signal d(n) is the reference signal x(n) via the
primary path P(z). The pseudo-error signal e′(n) is the summation of the residual error signal e(n) and
the β times secondary signal filtered by the estimated model of the secondary path Ŝ(z); it can be used to
participate in the iteration process of the weight coefficient for the control filter W f (z) that is expressed as
a weight coefficient vector of length M, i.e., w f (n) = [w f (n), w f (n− 1), w f (n− 2), · · · , w f (n−M + 1)]T.
In addition, the residual error signal e(n) contains the Gaussian random signal v(n).

The feedback control structure has the reference signal xb(n) and the control filter Wb(z), which is
regarded as a weight coefficient vector of length N. In the feedback control structure, the reference
signal is the consolidation of the output signal yc(n) in the line-spectrum noise cancellation control
structure, the residual error signal e(n) and the total output signal y(n) of the hybrid structure filtered
by the estimated model of the secondary path Ŝ(z). The secondary signal yb(n) is applied to alleviate
the Gaussian random disturbance at the error sensor.

The line-spectrum noise cancellation control structure uses the LMS algorithm, but the FxLMS
algorithm is applied to the feedforward control structure and feedback control structure. In the
line-spectrum noise cancellation control structure, the reference input signal xb(n) is utilized to
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participate in the iteration process of the weight coefficient for control filter Wc(z), which is considered
as a weight coefficient vector of length L. The output signal yc(n) generated by control filter Wc(z) is
used to eliminate the line-spectrum noise that exists in residual error signal e(n). The acquirement of
the reference signal x(n) in the line-spectrum noise cancellation control structure is the same as that in
the feedforward control structure.

To analyze the coupling effects of the three control structures, some formulas are derived below. By
utilizing the Z-transforms, in the feedforward control structure, the residual error signal is described as

E(z) = D(z) + V(z) −Y(z)S(z), (1)

where Y(z) is the total output signal of hybrid structure.

Y(z) = (1− β)Y f (z) + Yb(z), (2)

where β is the gain factor which can be selected on the basis of the control target of sound quality, Y f (z)
is the output signal of the feedforward control structure, and Yb(z) is the output signal of the feedback
control structure.

Y f (z) = X(z)W f (z), (3)

Yb(z) = Xb(z)Wb(z), (4)

where W f (z) is the feedforward control filter, and Wb(z) is the feedback control filter, while X(z) is the
reference input signal in the feedforward and line-spectrum noise cancellation control structures, and
Xb(z) is the reference input signal of the feedback control structure.

Xb(z) = E(z) + Y(z)Ŝ(z) −Yc(z), (5)

where Yc(z) is the output signal of the line-spectrum noise cancellation control structure, which can be
obtained by

Yc(z) = X(z)Wc(z), (6)

where Wc(z) is the line-spectrum noise cancellation control filter.
Upon substituting Equations (2)–(4) and (6) into Equation (5), and further reorganizing it, one gets

Xb(z) =
E(z) + [(1− β)Ŝ(z)W f (z) −Wc(z)]X(z)

1− Ŝ(z)Wb(z)
. (7)

Substituting Equations (2)–(4) and (7) into Equation (1) gives

E(z) = D(z) + V(z) − S(z){(1− β)X(z)W f (z) +
E(z) + [(1− β)Ŝ(z)W f (z) −Wc(z)]X(z)

1− Ŝ(z)Wb(z)
Wb(z)}. (8)

Upon rearranging Equation (8), after further derivation, one obtains

E(z) =
1− Ŝ(z)Wb(z)

1 + Wb(z)[S(z) − Ŝ(z)]
[D(z) + V(z)] −

(1− β)W f (z) −Wc(z)Wb(z)

1 + Wb(z)[S(z) − Ŝ(z)]
S(z)X(z), (9)

where D(z) = X(z)P(z), and P(z) is the main path from the reference sensor to error sensor.
Then, the residual error signal of the traditional structure for the hybrid active sound quality

control system is yielded by

E(z) =
1− Ŝ(z)Wb(z)

1 + Wb(z)[S(z) − Ŝ(z)]
V(z) +

[1− Ŝ(z)Wb(z)]P(z) − [(1− β)W f (z) −Wc(z)Wb(z)]S(z)

1 + Wb(z)[S(z) − Ŝ(z)]
X(z). (10)
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Assuming that S(z) = Ŝ(z) is applicable to Equation (10), the residual error signal E(z) can be
written as

E(z) = [1− S(z)Wb(z)]V(z) +
{
[1− S(z)Wb(z)]P(z) − [(1− β)W f (z) −Wc(z)Wb(z)]S(z)

}
X(z). (11)

It is clear in Equation (11) that there are coupling effects among the feedforward control filter
W f (z), the feedback control filter Wb(z), and the line-spectrum noise cancellation control filter Wc(z).
Considering the gain factor β as equal to zero, the sound quality control system becomes a common
ANC system. In an ANC system, the term [1 − S(z)Wb(z)]P(z)−[W f (z) −Wc(z)Wb(z)]S(z) is nearly
zero when the desired signal d(n) is offset. Then, one has

W f (z) =
[1− S(z)Wb(z)]P(z)

S(z)
+ Wc(z)Wb(z) =

P(z)
S(z)/[1− S(z)Wb(z)]

+ Wc(z)Wb(z). (12)

Because the line-spectrum noise in the residual error signal is eliminated, the line-spectrum noise
cancellation control filter Wc(z) approaches zero. Therefore, the coupling effect of the control system is
presented as the influence of the feedback control filter on the feedforward control filter, which might
result in the divergence of the feedforward control filter W f (z) during the iteration of the weight
coefficient in the feedback control filter Wb(z). Moreover, the coupling effect of the control system
is such that the convergence of W f (z) is subject to the updates of Wb(z) and Wc(z) when the gain
factor is not equal to zero. It is observed in Equation (5) that the coupling effect exists in this control
system because the output signals of the three control structures participate in the synthesis of the
reference signal.

3. Modified Structures for Hybrid Active Sound Quality Control System

3.1. The Simplified Structure for a Hybrid Active Sound Quality Control System with a New Leaky
FxLMS Algorithm

A modified structure, later called the simplified structure, is proposed on the basis of the traditional
structure for hybrid active sound quality control. This simplified structure can reduce the coupling
effect of the control filters and decrease the computational complexity of the control structure. Figure 2
shows a schematic diagram of the simplified structure for a hybrid active sound quality control system.
It can be seen from Figure 2 that the simplified structure has a simplification in the feedback control
structure compared to the traditional structure. The reference input signal xb(n) in the feedback control
structure is now superseded by the synthesis of the residual error signal e(n) and the output signal
yc(n) of the line-spectrum noise cancellation control filter, i.e.,

Xb(z) = E(z) −Yc(z). (13)
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control system.

From Equation (13), the merit can be seen that the term Ŝ(z)Y(z) is removed in the reference
input signal of the feedback control structure. Therefore, the computational complexity of the control
structure is decreased.

Supposing S(z) = Ŝ(z) and D(z) = X(z)P(z), one can derive the residual error signal by imitating
the deduction of Equation (11) and substituting Equation (13) into Equation (5).

E(z) =
1

1 + S(z)Wb(z)
V(z) +

P(z) − [(1− β)W f (z) −Wc(z)Wb(z)]S(z)

1 + S(z)Wb(z)
X(z). (14)

Because the residual error signal changes with the sound quality control goals, the coupling is
discussed based on the residual error signal in Equation (14). From Equation (14), it can be seen that
there is less coupled correlation between the feedforward and feedback control structure because of
the use of the reference signal in Equation (13) when the simplified structure is compared with the
traditional structure for the hybrid active sound quality control system. When the control system turns
into an ANC system, i.e., the gain factor β is set to zero and Wc(z) approaches zero, it can be shown
that the update of the weight coefficient for the feedforward control filter has nothing to do with the
feedback control filter. The line-spectrum noise cancellation controller also does not influence the
iteration of the feedforward controller. In order to attenuate the broadband disturbance v(n) and the
primary signal x(n), the feedback control filter is updated to make the expression 1 + S(z)Wb(z) as
large as possible. The feedback control filter is also close to P(z)/S(z). Furthermore, when the gain
factor is non-zero, the coupling effect between the feedback control structure and feedforward control
structure is degraded in comparison with the traditional structure, even if the iterations of control
filters Wc(z) and Wb(z) still affect the convergence of W f (z).

The feedback control structure in Figure 2 is identical to the feedback control structure of an
ANC system in Reference [10]. Although the total control system is simplified by removing the term
Ŝ(z)Y(z), several drawbacks exist in the feedback control structure because of the use of the reference
signal, as presented in Equation (13). The control filter Wb(z) may produce a large value in some
iterations such that the feedback control structure becomes instable. Accordingly, the leaky FxLMS
algorithm was applied to the feedback control structure to limit the excessive weight value of the
filter Wb(z) [24,25]. The cost function of the abovementioned algorithm is not the minimization of the
squared residual error signal, and this cost function can deteriorate the capability of noise reduction.

The filter output is not constrained, and the noise attenuation performance is deteriorated owing
to the utilization of the leaky FxLMS algorithm in the feedback control structure [26]. To overcome
the weakness and improve the noise attenuation performance, a new leaky FxLMS algorithm with a
time-varying leakage factor is used for the feedback control structure on the basis of the anti-Hebbian
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constraint in Reference [27]. In the time domain, the iteration formula of the feedback control
filter becomes

wb(n + 1) =
wb(n) + µe(n)xb(n)ŝ(n)

1 + µe(n)v(n)
, (15)

where wb(n) is the weight coefficient for the control filter Wb(z), ŝ(n) is the impulse response of the
estimated secondary path model Ŝ(z), and µ is the step size.

If the absolute value of the term µe(n)v(n) is less than one, one can obtain

wb(n + 1) = wb(n) + µe(n)[xb(n)ŝ(n) + wb(n)v(n)] + o(µ2), (16)

where o(·) denotes an operator of the infinitesimal.
Rearranging Equation (16), one yields

wb(n + 1) = wb(n)[1 + µe(n)v(n)] + µe(n)xb(n)ŝ(n). (17)

It is indicated in Equation (17) that the stable leaky factor in the leaky FxLMS algorithm is replaced
by the term e(n)v(n). In the new leaky FxLMS algorithm, the term µe(n)v(n) is regarded as the
constraint to avoid the excessive weight value of feedback control filter.

3.2. The Modified Structure for a Hybrid Active Sound Quality Control Structure

Considering that the use of the leaky FxLMS algorithm in the simplified structure for the hybrid
sound quality control system weakens the ability of noise attenuation in the feedback control structure,
a modified structure for the hybrid sound quality control system is proposed to solve this problem.
A schematic diagram of the modified structure for the hybrid active sound quality control system
is shown in Figure 3. Unlike the traditional structure, the reference signal xb(n) in the feedback
control structure is now synthesized by the residual error signal e(n), the output signal yc(n) in the
line-spectrum noise cancellation control structure, and the secondary signal yb(n) of the feedback
control structure filtered by the estimated model of the secondary path Ŝ(z). By using the Z-transforms,
the reference signal in the feedback control structure is described as

Xb(z) = E(z) + Ŝ(z)Yb(z) −Yc(z). (18)
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When S(z) = Ŝ(z) and D(z) = X(z)P(z) is established, the residual error signal is derived
as follows:

E(z) = [1− S(z)Wb(z)]V(z) +
{
[1− S(z)Wb(z)][P(z) − (1− β)S(z)W f (z)] + S(z)Wc(z)Wb(z)

}
X(z). (19)

Because the residual error signal varies with the sound quality control goals, the coupling is
discussed based on the residual error signal in Equation (19). It is shown clearly in Equation (19)
that the feedback and feedforward control filters in this modified structure are decoupled if Wc(z) is
small enough. Furthermore, this modified structure has less of a coupling effect because of the use of
the reference signal in Equation (18) when this modified structure is compared with the traditional
structure for hybrid active sound quality control system. The term 1− S(z)Wb(z) approaches zero to
offset the Gaussian random signal v(n). When the gain factor β is equal to zero, the feedforward control
filter W f (z) is equal to P(z)/S(z), and the line-spectrum noise control filter Wc(z) is approximately
zero, which can eliminate the desired signal. It can be seen that the desired signal d(n) is reduced by
the output signals of the feedforward control filter W f (z) and feedback control filter Wb(z).

Moreover, it can be seen that the synthesis of the pseudo-error signal in the feedforward control
structure is different by comparing Figures 1 and 3. The pseudo-error signal in the feedforward
control structure is composed of the residual error signal e(n), the secondary signal yb(n) filtered by
the estimated model of the secondary path Ŝ(z), and β times the output signal y f (n) filtered by the
estimated model of the secondary path Ŝ(z). The pseudo-error signal can be described as

E′(z) = E(z) + Ŝ(z)Yb(z) − βŜ(z)Y f (z) = Xb(z) + Yc(z) − βŜ(z)Y f (z)
= D(z) + V(z) + [Ŝ(z) − S(z)]Yb(z) − S(z)Y f (z) + β[S(z) − Ŝ(z)]Y f (z).

(20)

If S(z) = Ŝ(z) is applied to Equation (20), one can obtain

E′(z) = D(z) + V(z) − S(z)Y f (z). (21)

The connection between the pseudo-error signal and the reference input signal in the feedback
structure is shown in Equation (20). It is obvious in Equation (21) that the production of the pseudo-error
signal does not introduce an extra term compared to the traditional structure.

4. Computational Complexity Analysis

The computational complexity is analyzed in view of additions and multiplications [28].
The computational complexities of different structures are shown in Table 1, where M, N, and L
are the length of the control filters W f (z), Wb(z), and Wc(z), respectively. Moreover, H represents
the length of the estimated secondary path Ŝ(z). In Table 1, the “tra structure” is defined as the
traditional structure in Reference [10]. The “sim structure” is the simplified structure using the FxLMS
algorithm in the feedback control filter. The “tsim structure” represents the simplified structure using
the traditional leaky FxLMS algorithm in the feedback control filter [19]. The “nsim structure” expresses
the simplified structure using the new leaky FxLMS algorithm in the feedback control filter. Finally,
the “mod structure” means the modified structure.

Table 1. Computational complexities of the proposed structures compared to traditional structure.

Structure Additions Multiplies Complexity

tra structure [10] 2(M + N + L) + 4H 2(M + N + L) + 4H + 5 4(M + N + L) + 8H + 5
sim structure 2(M + N + L) + 3H 2(M + N + L) + 3H + 5 4(M + N + L) + 6H + 5

tsim structure [19] 2(M + N + L) + 3H + 1 2(M + L) + 3(H + N) + 6 4(M +L) + 5N + 6H + 7
nsim structure 2(M + N + L) + 3H + 1 2(M + L) + 3(H + N) + 7 4(M + L) + 5N + 6H + 8
mod structure 2(M + N + L) + 5H 2(M + N + L) + 5H + 5 4(M + N + L) + 10H + 5
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It is obvious from Table 1 that the “sim structure” has the lowest computational cost in different
control structures, and the computational cost of the “mod structure” is slightly increased compared
to the “tra structure”. The computational complexity of the “mod structure” is only 2H more than
that of the “tra structure”. In the simplified structure, the leaky FxLMS algorithm and new leaky
FxLMS algorithm have more computational load than the FxLMS algorithm. The computational load
of the “tsim structure” is N + 2 more than that of the “sim structure”. The computational load of the
“nsim structure” is N + 3 more than that of the “sim structure”. The computational load of the “nsim
structure” is only one more than that of the “tsim structure”. Therefore, the simplified structure and the
modified structure have better performance than the traditional structure. Meanwhile, the performance
of the simplified structure can be improved by the use of the new leaky FxLMS algorithm in the
feedback control filter.

On the basis of the digital signal processor TMS320C6748, the computing time of different
structures is shown in Table 2, where M, N, and L are 512, and H is 4. The computing time is acquired
when the weight coefficients of the control filters are updated one at a time.

Table 2. Computing time of the proposed structures compared to the traditional structure.

Structure Tra Structure
[10] Sim Structure Tsim Structure

[19]
Nsim

Structure Mod Structure

Time (µs) 15.46 15.44 17.49 17.50 15.48

5. Simulations and Discussion

5.1. Simulation Parameters

The simulation parameters of the two modified structures for the hybrid active sound quality
control system were set up to study their performance. The mathematic models of the main path
P(z) and the secondary path S(z) were in keeping with Reference [10] for convenience of comparison
because the traditional structure was discussed therein.

P(z) = 0.0167 + 0.4833z−1 + 0.4833z−2 + 0.0167z−3. (22)

S(z) = 0.2037z−1 + 0.5926z−2 + 0.2037z−3. (23)

At the same time, it is presumed that the estimated model of the secondary path Ŝ(z) was equal
to S(z).

In the simulation, two components were contained in the noise signal; the first was the
line-spectrum noise x(n), and the second was the Gaussian random noise v(n). The line-spectrum
noise d(n) could be acquired by filtering the reference input signal x(n) via P(z). The frequency of the
primary noise was 56 Hz, and the amplitude of the signal was 1 Pa. The Gaussian random noise v(n)
was set to a bandlimited random noise such that 50 Hz was the center frequency and the bandwidth
was 100 Hz. The lengths of the feedforward control filter W f (z), the feedback control filter Wb(z),
and the line-spectrum noise control filter Wc(z) were 512, and the step sizes µ1, µ2, and µ3 were 0.0005,
0.005, and 0.005, respectively. Additionally, the sampling frequency was 10,240 Hz, and the length of
the simulation was 4 s.

5.2. Simulation Results and Discussion

Figure 4 presents the converged filter weight coefficients of feedforward control structures and
feedback control structures for different hybrid sound quality control systems. The converged filter
weight coefficients were calculated when the gain factor was set to 0.5. The “FF structure” expresses the
feedforward structure alone, and the “FB structure” represents the feedback structure alone. The “tra
structure”, “nsim structure”, “mod structure”, and “sim structure” are defined as in Section 4. The filter
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weight vectors of the feedforward or feedback structure alone were regarded as the reference filter
weight vector wr, and the filter weight vectors of other structures were the comparative filter weight
vectors w. The discrepancy D was calculated as follows [15]:

D = 20 log10
‖w−wr‖2
‖wr‖2

, (24)

where ‖ · ‖2 denotes the Euclidean norm.
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Figure 4. Converged filter weight coefficients of (a) feedforward control structures and (b) feedback
control structures for different hybrid sound quality control systems.

It can be seen that the discrepancy can validate the effects of the feedback and line-spectrum
noise cancellation control filters on feedforward structure. A smaller discrepancy results in a smaller
influence of the feedback and line-spectrum noise cancellation control filters on the feedforward
structure. The discrepancy between the “FF structure” and the “tra structure” was −11.4 dB, and that
between the “FF structure” and the “nsim structure” was−15.6 dB. Meanwhile, the discrepancy between
the “FF structure” and the “sim structure” was −13.1 dB, and that between the “FF structure” and the
“mod structure” was −14.7 dB. Furthermore, it should be noted that the two modified hybrid structures
had less of a coupling effect compared to the traditional hybrid structure, as depicted in Equations (14)
and (19). From Figure 4a, it can also be seen that the two modified hybrid structures had more stable
iteration processes in feedforward control filters. At the same time, the discrepancy in Figure 4b was
also calculated. The discrepancy between the “FB structure” and the “nsim structure” was −4.8 dB,
while that between the “FB structure” and “sim structure” was −1.1 dB. However, the discrepancy
between the “FB structure” and “tra structure” was −5.5 dB, and the discrepancy between the “FB
structure” and “mod structure” was −3.8 dB. It is indicated that the discrepancy of the modified hybrid
structures did not improve owing to the influence of the line-noise cancellation controller when the
gain factor was equal to 0.5. As a result, under the synthetic effect of the feedforward and feedback
control filters, the three hybrid structures had the same noise reduction.

The objective assessments of the different structures are shown by the noise attenuation as a
function of frequency [29]. The gain factor can determine the degree of noise control. When the gain
factor is zero, the sound quality control systems become ANC systems where the noise to be controlled
is minimized. Meanwhile, the noise to be controlled can be reduced, retained, and amplified when the
gain factor is not equal to zero. Therefore, only two gain factors of 0 and 0.5 were selected to validate
the performances of the different structures. In addition, the leakage factor of 0.8 was selected in the
leaky FxLMS algorithm for the simplified structure because this case had better performance.

Figure 5 shows the spectra of noise attenuation in different structures when the ANC was turned
on and off. “ANCoff” represents that the ANC was turned off, whereas “ANCon” represents that the
ANC was turned on. Figure 6 depicts the power spectrum densities (PSDs) of noise attenuation in
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different structures when the ANC was off and on. The gain factor was equal to zero in Figures 5 and 6.
It is shown that the two modified algorithms could not only offset the line-spectrum noise to achieve
the control goal for sound quality, but they could also attenuate the Gaussian random noise. The total
sound pressure levels between 10 Hz and 100 Hz were calculated as follows [30]:

SPL = 20 log10(
p

pre f
), (25)

where p denotes the sound pressure, pre f = 2× 10−5Pa is the reference sound pressure in the air, and
SPL denotes the sound pressure level.

T_SPL = 10 log10(

ihigh∑
i=ilow

10SPLi/10), (26)

where T_SPL denotes the total sound pressure level.
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Figure 5. Spectra of noise attenuation in different structures (β = 0): (a) traditional hybrid structure;
(b) simplified hybrid structure using new leaky filtered-x least mean square (FxLMS) algorithm in the
feedback controller; (c) modified hybrid structure; (d) simplified hybrid structure using leaky FxLMS
algorithm in the feedback controller (γ = 0.8).
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Figure 6. Power spectrum densities (PSDs) of noise attenuation in different structures (β = 0):
(a) traditional hybrid structure; (b) simplified hybrid structure using new leaky FxLMS algorithm in the
feedback controller; (c) modified hybrid structure; (d) simplified hybrid structure using leaky FxLMS
algorithm in the feedback controller (γ = 0.8).

The total sound pressure levels of different structures are shown in Table 3. The SPL is defined as
the sound pressure level. The total sound pressure level of the modified structure was 69.5 dB when
that of the primary noise was 92.1 dB. The total sound pressure level of the traditional structure was
close to that of the modified structure. The modified structure not only had a more stable iteration
process, but it also had basically the same noise reduction as the traditional structure. This also
validated that the beneficial influence of decoupling was balanced with computational complexity
because the iteration process of the line-spectrum noise cancellation filter still occurred in practice. The
total sound pressure levels of the simplified structures were slightly higher than those of the traditional
structure, owing to the use of leaky class FxLMS algorithms in the feedback controllers. Although the
computational complexities of the simplified structure using leaky class FxLMS algorithms were less
increased, their iteration processes of control filters were more stable. Therefore, it can be obtained that
the simplified structures had the approximate ability of noise reduction compared with the traditional
structure, because the simplified structures had better performance in terms of stability.

Table 3. Noise reductions of the different structures (β = 0).

Structure ANCoff Tra Structure
[10]

Tsim Structure
[19]

Nsim
Structure Mod Structure

SPL (dB) 92.1 69.4 70.1 70.0 69.5
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Furthermore, it can be noted that only the harmonic noise signal was utilized to validate the
algorithm performance. The reference input signal with multiple frequencies could be controlled by
configuring multiple feedforward sound quality controllers in parallel.

The spectra of noise attenuation in different structures are shown in Figure 7 when the gain factor
was 0.5. The noise reductions were measured when the ANC system was turned off and on. The total
sound pressure levels of different structures are also calculated in Table 4. Figure 8 illustrates the power
spectrum densities (PSDs) of noise attenuation in different structures when the gain factor was equal to
0.5. The primary noise signal included the line-spectrum noise signal and the Gaussian random noise
signal. From Figures 7 and 8, it can be seen that the two modified structures for the hybrid active sound
quality control systems could not only control sound quality of line-spectrum noise by decreasing the
noise amplitude, but they could also reduce the Gaussian random noise. The different gain factors
could also be selected to retain and amplify the noise amplitude to achieve the goal of control sound
quality. Meanwhile, the noise reductions of the two modified structures were equivalent to that of
the traditional structure because of the influence of the gain factor on the coupling effect. The noise
reductions in the different structures were about 6.0 dB between 10 Hz and 100 Hz, and the simulation
results were in accordance with the theoretical calculations in Reference [10].
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Figure 7. Spectra of noise attenuation in different structures (β = 0.5): (a) traditional hybrid structure;
(b) simplified hybrid structure using new leaky FxLMS algorithm in the feedback controller; (c) modified
hybrid structure; (d) simplified hybrid structure using leaky FxLMS algorithm in the feedback controller
(γ = 0.8).
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Table 4. Noise reductions of the different structures (β = 0.5).

Structure ANCoff Tra Structure
[10]

Tsim Structure
[19]

Nsim
Structure

Mod
Structure

SPL (dB) 92.1 86.2 86.2 86.1 86.2
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Figure 8. PSDs of noise attenuation in different structures β = 0.5): (a) traditional hybrid structure;
(b) simplified hybrid structure using new leaky FxLMS algorithm in the feedback controller; (c) modified
hybrid structure; (d) simplified hybrid structure using new leaky FxLMS algorithm in the feedback
controller (γ = 0.8).

Figure 9 describes the waveforms of output signals for feedback control filters using different
algorithms when the step size of the feedback control filter was 0.005 and the gain factor was 0.5.
Figure 9a indicates the waveforms of output signals for the feedback control filters using the FxLMS
algorithm, the new leaky FxLMS algorithm, and the leaky FxLMS algorithms with different leakage
factors. It can be seen that the output signals for the feedback control filters using the leaky class
FxLMS algorithms were more stable compared to the one using the FxLMS algorithm because some
iterations of the feedback control filter were unstable. Meanwhile, it is indicated in Figure 9b–d that
the feedback control filter with the new leaky FxLMS algorithm had better constraint performance,
avoiding the excessive output signal of the feedback control filter. However, the output signal of
the feedback control filter with the new leaky FxLMS algorithm fluctuated remarkably because the
constraint term was updated in real time, as presented in Equation (17). Furthermore, the fluctuation
slightly enabled the amplitude of the output signal to maintain a high level, which resulted in a higher
noise reduction compared to the leaky FxLMS algorithm with a constant leakage factor.
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Figure 9. Waveforms of the output signals for the feedback control filter in the simplified structure
using the new leaky FxLMS algorithm, and (a) using the FxLMS algorithm, (b) using the leaky FxLMS
algorithm (γ = 0.6), (c) using the leaky FxLMS algorithm(γ = 0.8), and (d) using the leaky FxLMS
algorithm (γ = 0.99).

It is shown in Figures 10 and 11 that noise reductions of the new leaky FxLMS algorithm and the
leaky FxLMS algorithm with a constant leakage factor (γ = 0.8) were correlated when the gain factor
was set to zero. The noise reductions in different frequency ranges are calculated in Table 5. The noise
reduction of the new leaky FxLMS algorithm between 50 Hz and 65 Hz was 33.3 dB, while that of the
leaky FxLMS algorithm with a constant leakage factor (γ = 0.8) was 31.7 dB. The noise reduction of
the new leaky FxLMS algorithm between 40 Hz and 80 Hz was 29.5 dB, while that of the leaky FxLMS
algorithm with a constant leakage factor (γ = 0.8) was 27.8 dB. The noise reduction of the new leaky
FxLMS algorithm between 20 Hz and 100 Hz was 24.7 dB, while that of the leaky FxLMS algorithm
with a constant leakage factor (γ = 0.8) was 24.6 dB. The noise reduction of the new leaky FxLMS
algorithm between 10 Hz and 100 Hz was 22.1 dB, while that of the leaky FxLMS algorithm with a
constant leakage factor (γ = 0.8) was 22.0 dB. It can be observed easily that the noise reductions of
the two leaky FxLMS algorithms diminished with increasing bandwidth, and the new leaky FxLMS
algorithm had a higher noise reduction. In other words, the leaky FxLMS algorithm had the better
performance of noise reduction in a narrow relative frequency band where the center frequency for
sound quality control was contained. In addition, upon increasing the length of the control filter
and the sampling frequency, the two leaky FxLMS algorithms had a wider frequency band for noise
reduction. The step size of the leakage term in the new leaky FxLMS algorithm could be distinguished
from that of the total control algorithm. The value range of the step size in the leakage term could be
from 0.00005 to 0.05.
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Figure 10. Spectra of noise reductions in simplified structure using the new leaky FxLMS algorithm
and the leaky FxLMS algorithm (β = 0).
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Figure 11. PSDs of noise reductions in simplified structure using the new leaky FxLMS algorithm and
the leaky FxLMS algorithm (β = 0).

Table 5. Noise reductions of simplified structure using the new leaky filtered-x least mean square
(FxLMS) algorithm and the leaky FxLMS algorithm (β = 0) in the different frequency ranges.

Structure
Noise Reduction
Between 10 Hz
and 100 Hz (dB)

Noise Reduction
Between 20 Hz
and 100 Hz (dB)

Noise Reduction
Between 40 Hz
and 80 Hz (dB)

Noise Reduction
Between 50 Hz
and 65 Hz (dB)

tsim structure [19] 22.1 24.7 29.5 33.3

nsim structure 22.0 24.6 27.8 31.7

6. Conclusions

In this paper, two modified structures for hybrid active sound quality control systems were
investigated. The simplified structure had less computational load, and the computational load of
the modified structure was slightly increased compared to the traditional structure. Meanwhile,
the two modified structures could remove the output signals of the feedforward control structure from
the composition of the reference input signal. The influences of the feedback control filter and the
line-spectrum noise cancellation control filter on the feedforward control filer were reduced, and the
iteration processes of weight coefficients were more stable for the feedforward and feedback control
filters in the two modified structures. It was also shown that the two modified structures for hybrid
active sound quality control systems had the ability to cancel Gaussian random noise and promote the
sound quality. In addition, a simplified structure using a new leaky FxLMS algorithm in the feedback
control filter was proposed. This new leaky FxLMS algorithm could further improve the performance
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of noise reduction in the simplified structure. At the same time, the new leaky FxLMS algorithm could
also avoid the excessive output signal for the feedback control filter by updating the leakage factor in a
timely manner.
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